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During a recent trip to Morocco, I was
lucky enough to undertake a yoga re-
treat at an ageing Berber fortress-cum-
ecolodge perched amongst the Atlas
Mountains, a few hours’ drive from Mar-
rakesh. After morning yoga sessions, I
spent hours on the roof terrace sketching
tropical plants and the panoramic moun-
tain views fuelled by cups of herbal tea
in flavors I’d never experienced, like
geranium and absinthe, which were
picked daily from the herb and cactus
garden.

I shared argan nuts with local work-
ers, sampled some of the owner’s natural
health remedies (who knew a burnt
lemon could whiten your teeth?), and in
the evening undertook a stargazing les-
son by moonlight. Though there were
many highlights during my time in Mo-
rocco, it’s these simple experiences that
have stayed with me.

Enjoying simple pleasures
in the Moroccan mountains

After spending a couple of hours splashing
around in the salty still waters of the Dead
Sea, my friends and I were so bowled over
by the lilac sunset lighting up Jordan’s dis-
tant red banks that we decided to spend the
night right there on the shore. We opened
cans of tuna, stuffed the tops with paper
and set each one on fire. Soaked in oil this

way, the paper burns for a while until it pe-
ters out, having given the tuna a smoky fla-
vor. We sat by the sea eating it, watching the
ripples turn silver and the stars come out. If
we didn’t speak, everything was silent. This
was paradise for the price of a tuna can!

Sampling sunsets and
tuna steaks in Jordan

I grinned the moment I spotted the shoreline of Koh Ta Kiev, a sun-baked spec
of land off the southern tip of Cambodia. The drone of bass lines from bustling
beach bars finally began to dissipate, washed away by the calming crash of the
surf. Koh Ta Kiev, with its lone wooden bunkhouse set amidst a tangle of forest,
appeared to embody tranquility - and that wasn’t even the island’s biggest trick.

With the sun setting, I scrambled from the small ferry, dumped my stuff in a

drafty dorm and grabbed a pair of goggles from a rental box. I waded into the
warm sea just as darkness set in and watched as all around me phosphorescent
plankton began to flicker beneath the surface, giving the shallow water an ethe-
real glow. I ducked below to take in the show more clearly, the water blocking
everything else out. — www.lonelyplanet.com

Swapping gaudy bars for glowing plankton in Cambodia


